
The Watermark Collection by Anna French

Newark, NJ -- Divine design, with nature as inspiration: Watermark by Anna French is a collection of

wallcoverings celebrating the beauty and tranquility of nature. Patterns embody the calming essence of

trickling water or a serene Japanese garden. Graphic water motifs, alluring feathers, coordinating striés and 

printed textures combine for a visually zen experience.

Burmese is derived from the fabric pattern in the Meridian collection. Its small scale, modern scallop is a

versatile shape. All colorways have a coarse metallic print for extra shine and glamour.

Mamba is named after a long, slender snake found in central and southern Africa. This snake pattern contains a

subtle ombre eff ect. Most of the colorways are soft but there is an ultra-glitzy black on shiny foil mylar paper.

Cirrus is named after wispy clouds because of its curving tendrils. It has an art-deco look. There are 4

sophisticated colorways with surface printed metallic ink, and 1 beaded pattern on a pearlized ground. It is

the ultimate sophisticated look for a polished interior.

Watercourse is derived from the printed fabric pattern in the Meridian collection. The loose, looping circles are 

printed on top of a paper weave. 2 colorways are natural paper weave, and the other 2 colorways are mylar foil

woven with paper weave. This is a specialty wallcovering off ered in this collection.

Violage is an enlarged abstract, woven-like pattern with a lot of tonality. It comes in a range of colors from soft 

beige to strong denim.

Willow Wood is a contemporary Asian Scenic executed in a watercolor technique. The gradation of color is 

achieved through the printing method. The pattern features large trees, horned cows, and other traditional
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illustrations. The blue and white coloration is very traditional.

Margate is named for a shore town because of its watercolor feel. This large scale pattern is very dynamic 

with its tie-dye eff ect. The gravure print technique allows the varying tones of all the shades of color to blend 

together. The shininess of the mylar paper comes through.

Onda, the Italian word for “wave”, describes this undulating modern shape. This fl exo printed pattern comes in 

4 colorways using a coarse metallic ink and 1 colorway that uses a sleek black grit. 

Plumes is the French word for “feathers” which accurately names this elegant and simple feather trellis. The 

metallic inks enhance the sophistication of this pattern. The fi berous non-woven paper lends itself to creating a 

dense background, which shows through with such an open layout.

The Watermark Collection and other Anna French collections are available through interior designers and 

fi ne decorating stores worldwide.  Please visit www.annafrench.co.uk to view patterns and decorating ideas, 

and to obtain the names of local dealers.  For more information, please call our toll free number at

(800) 223-0704, or email addresses above.  Anna French is a division of Thibaut.
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Founded in 1886, Thibaut is the oldest continuously operating wallpaper company in the United States. Known 

for its exceptional and unique designs, the company distinguishes itself from its competitors with inspiring color 

palettes, fresh interpretations of classic designs, and exclusive artwork created by an in-house design team. 

Design styles range from historic reproductions, toile, and chinoiserie to tropical and novelty patterns. Designers 

and consumers have been attracted to the fi rm’s creative designs that “push the envelope,” their exclusive print 

fabrics, new woven fabric lines, and their market-tested products that help inspire people to decorate. For more 

information about Thibaut, visit the company’s web site at www.thibautdesign.com.


